hand, there is a clear local time dependence in the Io-independent decametric emission. This emission is prevalent at longitudes above 200° when observed from over the dayside hemisphere but is dominant at longitudes below 200° when observed from over the post-midnight sector. Decametric emission which comprises the dynamic spectral lesser arcs near 10 MHz displays a distinct, bimodal polarization pattern that is predominantly in the left-hand sense at longitudes below 150 0 and in the right-hand sense at longitudes above 150 0 .
The central meridian longitude distributions of occurrence probability and average flux density at hectcmetric wavelengths appear to depend significantly on both the observer's latitude and local time. Io appears to have an influence on average flux density of the emission down to below 2 MHz. The average power flux density spectrum of Jupiter's emission has a broad peak near 9 MHz. Integration of the average spectrum over all frequencies gives a total ;-adiated power for an isotropic source of 4 x 1011 W.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ever since the discovery of Jupiter's low frequency radio emissions a quarter-century ago, a number of observers have systematically monitored the planetary radio source and have carefully compiled statistical descriptions of the average properties of the sporadic decameter-wave radiation. These studies have lead to a comprehensive description of such morphological properties of the emissions as the variation in level of activity as a function of frequency, central meridian longitude of Jupiter, phase of Io, 3ovicentric latitude of Earth, etc. And in turn, these morphological summaries have provided the basis for many of our initial models of the nature of the Jovian magnetic field, of the role of Io in the coupling of Jupiter's ionosphere and magnetosphere, and of course, of the nature of the radio source itself .
The Voyager Planetary Radio Astronomy (PRA) measurements, although collected over a relatively short span of time, are capable of complementing and extending the wealth of earlier ground-based and near-earth satellite observations to provide the first description of the radio emission morphology over the full low frequency spectrum . In this paper we present a statistical description of the variations in the occurrence probability, power flux density and sense of circular polarization of the radio emissions as they were observed from the unique perspective afforded by
Voyager.
We take advantage of three special aspects of the Voyager mission.
First, we can survey the complete spectrum between the high frequency limit of the decametric emissions near 40 MHz and the low frequency limit imposed by
Jovian propagation cut-offs below 0.1 MHz. Ground-based obscrvat ins have generally been restricted to frequencies above the critical frequency of the terrestrial ionosphere (typically 5-10 MHz), and these have been supplemented by a few observations down to about 0.5 MHz from Earth-orbit with modest sensivity and frequency resolution. Second, the very close proximity of
Voyager to Jupiter provides an improvement of several orders of magnitude in the sensitivity of our survey compared to what is typical from Earth. For example, the measurements taken at ranges of approximately 50 to 400 R and used in this paper have a sensitivity threshold that is 9 to 27 dB lower than for a five-element Yagi antenna of the type most often used in ground-based synoptic monitoring programs. Third, the post-encounter Voyager data provide a view of the radio emissions from above the night hemisphere of Jupiter--a perspective that is impossible to obtain from Earth.
In order to study variations in the properties of Jupiter emissions that may result from a changing observer-Jupiter-sun angle we have analyzed one-month intervals both before and after each Voyager encounter. The general circumstances of that survey are summarized in Figure 1 . The days immediately preceding and following closest approach were not included because ghost image effects due to intense, saturation level signals in the high-frequency band of the PRA receiver sometimes confuse the unambiguous identification of high frequency decameter-wave activity and because the wide range of spacecraftJupiter-sun angles which occurred during this period were not sampled for long enough intervals to yield statistically significant results. Note that the spacecraft approached Jupiter from above the pre-noon sector at local times (09.5 End 11.0 hr) that do not quite overlap the range covered by terrestrial observations (11.3 -12.7 hr). It is well known that Jupiter emission varies with small changes in jovigraphic latitude [Carr and Desch, 1976; Alexander et al., 19791, but no unambiguous local time effects have been observed in the very limited angular range covered by pre-Voyager data. A local time dependence has been discovered in the earth's kilometer-wavelength radiation [Gurnett, 19741, and by analogy a similar effect might be anticipated for Jupiter. This report presents new data which reveal a significant local time and/or latitude dependence of the emission in several wavelength bands.
In the next section we present a description of the variation of occurrence probability as a function of frequency, System III central meridian longitude (CML) and phase of Io, and we call attention to changes in those patternb that occurred after each Voyager closest approach. In section III, we show how CML profiles of average flux density evolve as a function of frequency, latitude and local time, and we examine the frequency range over which evidence for Io-control can be tracked. Section IV is devoted to an overview of the variations in measured sense of polarization of the radio waves as a function of frequency and longitude. In section V we present reinforces itself and appears with high probability at 72-degree intervals.
The frequency axes for Figure 2 are split into a low-frequency band of 70 channels from 1.2 kHz to 1.3 MHz spaced at 19 kHz intervals and a highfrequency band of 128 frequency channels extending from 1.5 MHz to 40 MHz in 307 kHz intervals. The low band is more sensitive and displays a clearly higher level of overall occurrence probability so that there is an abrupt discontinuity in the occurrence probability profile at 1.3 MHz. (For a more complete description of the PRA instrument, see Boischot et al. [this issue.] )
Three components of Jupiter's radio spectrum are evident in Figure   2 --radiation at decameter-wavelengths (DAM), hectometer-wavelengths (HOM), and kilometer wavelengths (KOM) . DAM spans the frequencies of 3-40 MHz but only the activity in the range below 30 MHz shows up in the figure. This is due to the combined effect of the decreasing power of the emission with increasing frequency and the increasing dependence of activity at higher frequencies on the phase of Io. For the lower frequencies in the DAM range, the major feature is a nearly continuous band of radiation between approximately 5 and 15 MHz and extending across all longitudes except for a gap near 120°. This radiation corresponds to the nearly continuous 9 and 10 MHz radiation previously observed from the earth [Dulk and Clark, 1966] . Ey examining individual dynamic spectra in this band we find that it is made up primarily of the "lesser arcs" described by Boischot et al. [this issue ].
When we compare occurrence probability levels at frequencies above about 15 MHz before and after each encounter, we find a relatively higher activity latitudinal beaming model of Alexander at al. [1979] in which the HOM radiation escapes into a thin, curved sheet that is tipped a few degrees northward of the magnetic equatorial "plane" in the inner magnetosphere.
There is evidence in Figure 2 for several repeatable dynamic spectral features or "lanes" in the HOM band. Such repeatable features at HOM wavelengths were first described by Kaiser at al. [1979] and Leescheux et al. [19803. Lane events are defined as lower probability gaps which cut through the high probability areas as linearly increasing or decreasing functions of frequency. These are especially evident in the V2 panels of Figure 2 After encounter both Voyagers show an abrupt change in occurrence probability along an edge starting at 1.3 MHz at 340° and extending downward to 500 kHz between 20° and 30 0 . Before encounter this feature is not apparent. The similarity of the slopes in this edge and the edge associated with the lane events suggests that they may be related. We will discuss the lane events further in the polarization section.
Finally, the typical tapered-event nature of broadband kilometric radiation (bKOM) (Desch and Kaiser [19803) is obvious in the V2 before-encounter panel of Figure That this is true for both spacecraft after encounter lends credence to the argument that this bifurcation is a local time effect as proposed by Desch and Kaiser [19803. Notice that both the HOM radiation and the KOM radiation appear to extend to slightly lower frequencies after encounter. [this issue]) as joint criteria to identify Io-related events, we find essentially equal numbers of Io-related events before and after encounter.
Indeed, there is no clear evidence in these data for a change either in the locations in Io-phase and longitude or in the occurrence probability of Io-related decametric events after Voyager encounter.
The counts of Io-related decametric events reveal another interesting aspect of this component of the emissions-namely, a very high absolute occurrence probability. Using the definitions given by Carr and Desch [19761 for the four Io-related "source" locations in the CML-Io phase plane, we examined the Voyager data within + 10 days of each encounter for evidence of Io-related activity at frequencies above about 15 MHz on every occasion when the CML and Io phase were within + 45 0 and + 10°, respectively, of their preferred values. Distinct Io-related emissions were observed to occur on 95% of all such cases (38 events out of a possible 40 opportunities). Thus we suspect that when the geometry is favorable the occurrence probablity for
Io-related decametric emission is essentially 100% just as was predicted by Dulk [1965] . Occurrence probabilities approaching this maximum value are only by the subtraction. At times, abrupt changes in baseline level occurred due *,o' the switching on or off of some instrument in the spacecraft. In sucn cases it was necessary for the date editor either to delete the affected section or to make a nes^r baseline calibration. On some channels, particularly in the high-frequency band, the baselines were so unstable that the channels were unusable. Since the various flux density measurements used in a given 113togram were made when the spacecraft was at different distances from
Jupiter, all such measurements were inverse-square-adjusted to 3 standard distance.
Tao the difference of about 100 in the CML of the source A peak. There is a much greater difference in the two 10 MHz histograms. Plots of occurrence probability and average flux density do not necessarily coincide completely, but that distinction alone does not seem adequate to explain the differences in the 10 MHz plots. Although we will show later that the structure of histograms obtained in the vicinity of 10 MHz is so strongly dependent on spacecraft latitude that a 3.50 difference alters their shapes radically, the latitude difference in Figure 5 was only about a degree. The possibility exists that the 10 MHz histogram structure varies with time es well as latitude.
In Figure 6 , histograms of average flux density vs. CML for V1 and V2
pre-encounter data are compared at several frequencies. The additional peaks in a could be due to strong narrow-band kilometric events, which are not so restricted in CML.
Both the hour-angle effect and the latitude effect are apparent in Figure   7 . In the pre-encounter histograms of columns a, b, and c, the 220 0 valley is wider for the higher latitude spacecraft (V2, at 6.7 0 latitude) than for the one at lower latitude (V1 at 3.20 ), ,just as it was for the 788 and 1307 kHz histograms in Figure 6 . For the post-encounter histograms in Figure 7 , on the other hand, the two spacecraft were at essentially the same latitude (5.1 0 and 4.70 for V1 and V2, respectively), which by coincidence was very nearly the mean of the two pre-encounter latitudes. It is clear from column a of Figure   7 that the 961 kHz flux density diatrihutions recorded from the two -spacecraft during the specified post-encounter periods were almost identical, both in shape and magnitude, despite the four-month time difference. In this case, no latitude effect would be expected. From 22,426 kHz down to 12,595 kHz, the source B peak drifts to higher values of CML. The source A peak also does so, but at a slower rate, and the two peaks begin to merge as they both broaden. At 8602 kHz, B and A have consolidated into a single large peak centered at about 320°. This peak is still dominant at 2765 kHz. At 1843 kHz a second peak centered on about 900 has appeared. The two peaks then form the distinctive hectometric valley centered on 2200 , which is most prominent between 1843 kHz and 788 kHz. Thus we see the same trends in flux density as a function of frequency and CML as were observed in the occurrence probability plots in Figure 2 . As previously noted, the width of the hectometric valley at a fixed frequency increases as the spacecraft latitude increases from 3.2 0 to 6.70. We now note that at a fixed latitude, the valley widens with decreasing frequency. The valley is apparently a permanent feature, and its dimensions at the various frequencies can be measured precisely from our histograms. It should be possible to use these plots to construct a model of emission beam shape as a function of frequen-y, and when suitable ray tracing facilities are utilized, to expand the model to include plasma distributions within the part of the Jovion magnetosphere through which the radiation propagates.
The second and fourth columns of Figure 8 demonstrate the effect of Io. 
IV. POLARIZATION PROPERTIES
Using the same one-month pre-and post-encounter data sets that ferreted the basis for the occurrence probability summaries in Figure 2 , we have calculated the average indicated axial ratio measured by V2 as a function of frequency and CML before and after Jupiter encounter. The results are shown in Figure   9 . The sign of the axial ratio is denoted by a grey-shading scheme which varies from white, representing left-hand (LH) polarization, through black, representing right-hand (RH) polarization. An axial ratio of zero (corresponding to unpolarized or linear polarized waves or to no signal) is indicated by the shade of grey most prevalent in the figure. A non-zero value of the axial vatic is displayed for a given frequency to Figure 9 only in those 1 0 longitude bins for which there were at least 10 events at intensity levels more than 1 dB above background during the one-month averaging interval.
In the DAM frequency range above 15 MHz we see that before encounter the polarization is predominantly RH. After encounter, an unfavorable antenna geometry mekes the determination of polarization at frequencies above 15 MHz less sensit_ve, and thus there is little polarization information in the post-encounter average axial ratio plot for the high frequency range.
However, from a detailed inspection of the individual spectra of the events that were used to compile Figures 3 and 4 we find that more than 90% of all DAM events that extend to frequencies > 20 MHz are RH polarized. This is consistent with ground-based polarization measurements that show LH polarized emissions only at frequencies below P20 MHz. Narrow frequency bands near 5, 15 and 25 MHz where the indicated polarization is weak or even reverses are due to antenna resonances and/or antenna pattern nulls that limit the polarization discrimination of the PRA system at those frequencies. Between about 5 and 15 MHz where we find activity extending across almost all longitudes, a very well organized polarization pattern occurs. LH polarization is observed from 0° to 135° CFi. and RH polarization is observed from 1350 to 300°. Both polarizations appear between 300 0 and 360°, but comparison with Figure 2 shows that the region of higher probability is RH polarized. This pattern is basically the sane both before and after encounter, although as we noted earlier the relative amount of activity near 10 MHz at early longitudes decreases after encounter.
The polarization patterns observed at HOM wavelengths in the low frequency band of the PRA receiver are more complex. In some parts of the CML-frequency plane the predominant polarization sense may have reversed after encounter. For example, before encounter, the polarization at frequencies between 1.3 and 0.5 MHz is RH at longitudes from 350' to 70 0 , but after encounter this region of Figure 9 shows LH or mixed polarization. There are broad, drifting patterns of alternating LH and RH polarization at high longitudes in Figure 9 that correspond roughly to the drifting lane features in the occurrence probability maps in Figure 2 , but the polarization patterns are not the same before and after encounter. Whether the changes correspond to a polarization reversal or to a shift in longitude or frequency of a given feature is not clear. Sane of the changes in the average HOM polarization patterns are probably due to the local time variations of the relative occurrence probability and intensity of the various DAM arc families that extend into this low frequency range. Emissions which occur with one preferred polarization sense may daninate before encounter but may become secondary to a different class of emissions having the opposite polarization sense after encounter.
The bKOM radiation is easily distinguished from the HOM emission at frequencies below 500 kHz where it partially fills the gap in the HCM radiation between longitudes of 130' and 270 0 . The reversal in the polarization of bKOM reported by Desch and Kaiser [1980] is especially clear.
The bKOM radiation is consistently LH polarized before encounter and RH after encounter.
V. FLUX DENSITY SPECTRUM
The average power flux density over all values of CML at a given frequency can easily be found from the histogram for that frequency. This was done for a wide range of frequencies for V1 and V2 before encounter. The resulting average flux density values are plotted as a function of frequency in Figure   10 . When suitable data were available from both spacecraft at the same (or nearly the same) frequency, the individual values and their averages are plotted. Where only the point for one spacecraft has been plotted, the omission of the other was usually due to evidence of baseline instability.
Circles denote V1 data and triangles denote V2. The outstanding features of this spectrum are a peak between 3 and 14 MHz, a shoulder extending from 3 MHz down to 800 kHz, and a deep minimum at 200 kHz. The well-known steep decline , above about 12 MHz is very apparent. Although it does not appear in this figure, there is also a steep decline below 20 kHz (Scarf et al., 1979) , due to the fact that the plasma frequency along the early portion of the propagation path may be as high as 3 kHz or more. At frequencies above about 2 MHz, the shape of the average flux density curve in Figure 10 is about the same as the peak flux density curve of Carr and Desch 119761, the latter being about an order of magnitude higher. It is interesting to note that the secondary maximum exhibited by the so-called "mid -frequency" events of Brown
[19741 occurred at about 1 MHz, within the shoulder of the curve in Figure 10 .
By integrating a curve fitted to the points in Figure 10 , we can obtain for the first time a realistic estimate of the low frequency radio power per unit area from Jupiter based 'on a nearly complete measured spectrum, and from that the total emitted power derived on the assumption that radiation from the planet is isotropic.
Our results indicate that the average power emitted at all frequencies below the 40 MHz cutoff is 8.4 x 10-14 W/m2 at 4 AU, corresponding to 3.8 x 10 11 W total power (assuming isotropy). The isotropic equivalent total power in the hectometric band alone, between 300 kHz and 3
MHz, is 3 x 10 10 W, and in the kilometric band alone, below 300 kHz, is 3 x 10 8 W. flux density observed when the bKOM was "on" but that we compute the averge flux density over all times and longitudes, the two total power estimates are completely consistent.
We have estimated the isotropic equivalent synchrotron emission power from Jupiter at frequencies between about 100 and 12000 MHz to be approximately 2 x 10 9 W, based on data presented by Berge and Gulkis 119761. This is less than 1% of the low frequency radio power. The ultimate source of the synchrotron power is probably the solar wind, the power transfer being via inward diffusion of accelerated charged particles into the radiation belts. It is possible that the low frequency radio emission obtains its power in the same 
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The principal findings of our synoptic survey of the average statistical properties of Jupiter's radio emissions can be summarized as follows:
1. Decameter-wavelength (DAM) occurrence probability profiles as a function of CML and Io phase obtained by Voyager from above the dayside hemisphere of Jupiter are essentially identical to those obtained from Earth. We find no evidence for statistical differences that can be attributed to the difference of up to s 2.5 hr in observer's hour angle between Voyager before closest approach and typical ground-based observations.
2. Io-related DAM is always observed (100% occurrence probability) when the combination of observer's CML and Io phase coincides with one of the four zones into which the Io-related DAM has traditionally been sub-divided. This persistent geometrical pattern is the same after encounter as before and does not appear to depend on local time. The sporadic occurrence of the Io-related DAM noted in Earth-based catalogs must be a consequence of variations in event intensity at different times.
3. In constrast to the Io-related DAM, Io-independent emissions at frequencies above 20 MHz exhibit marked local time effects. The zone of high occurrence probability at CML s 260° observed from above the day hemisphere of Jupiter becomes suppressed after encounter and is replaced by an occurrence probability maximum at CML o 160° for observations collected from above the nightside of the planet. be emission at high longitudes does not vanish entirely after encounter, but it tends to occur at lower flux levels. Thus the variations in relative occurrence probability with observer's hour angle may be primarily a consequence of a dependence of emission intensity on local time.
4. The preferred sense of polarization (RH) for both Io-related and Io-independent DAM at frequencies above 20 MHz remains unchanged after encounter. The reversal in the longitude of the primary and secondary activity peaks for the Io-independent emission is very probably a local time effect. That is, the occurrence probability distribution for Io-independent great-arc events depends on the location of the source and/or the observer with respect to the Jupiter-sun line.
To illustrate how this local time dependence for the Io-independent emissions may occur, let us consider the conical beam model often discussed to explain the DAM emissions (Pearce, this issue; Staelin, this issue; Goldstein and Thieman, this issue] . In such a model, radio emission at a given frequency is beamed at an oblique angle with respect to the magnetic field ac the source so as to form a radiation pattern in the shape of a hollow conical sheet.
In the context of the data shown in Figure 3 the occurrence probability minimum at approximately 200 longitude defines the location of the cone axis, and the peaks centered near 160 0 and 2600 correspond to the rotation of the leading and trailing edge of the emission cone across the observer's line of sight.
The circumstances of this model for the Voyager observations are illustrated in their simplest form in Figure 11 . In the upper diagrams we show the orientation of the conical beam with respect to Voyager before encounter. When the early longitude (160 0) activity peak is observed the emission cone (and, presumably the radio source) is situated in the morning hemisphere near the dawn meridian. When the later longitude peak (2600 ) is observed the source cone is located in the early afternoon local time sector.
The post-encounter gecmetry is illustrated in the lower pair of diagrams. In this case, Voyager observes activity at early CML when the emission cone is located over the midnight sector, and the late longitude emissions are detected when the source cone is in the morning hemisphere. Notice that both before encounter and after encounter when the secondary activity peak is observed (1600 before encounter, 2600 after encounter) we find the same location in local time for the source cone--near the dawn sector.
Thus, for the model sketched in Figure 11 the probability of observing Io-independent great arcs above 20 MHz is apparently suppressed when the emission is beamed from above the dawn local time region. There may be other equally plausible models, but in any case, the Voyager data indicate that there exist significant Jupiter-sun line orientation effects which operate to regulate the emission generation mechanism and/or the radiation pattern and
propagation. In the case of the emission mechanism, such an effect could be due to local time variations in the energy source, in the path between the energy source and the radio source, or in the coupling mechanism by which energy is converted into decametric waves. We note that Voyager ultraviolet 
